
Key Benefits

Change Event Tracking empowers your developers to effectively navigate the complex landscape of system 

changes. With Change Event Tracking, you centralize change events from various integrated sources such as 

LaunchDarkly, Buildkite and AWS Event Bridge. This enables you to correlate them with system anomalies in 

real-time, allowing for quicker identification of incident sources. By providing a unified view that directly feeds into 

faster problem-solving and enhanced productivity, we offer you not just a tool, but a paradigm shift. Use Change 

Event Tracking to understand complex system narratives, make timely decisions, and improve operational 

efficiency—all within the familiar environment of the Chronosphere platform.

Turn Chaos into Clarity: Centralize, Correlate, 

and Act on Your System Changes in Real-Time

Change Event Tracking 

"Chronosphere's new Change Event tracking capability ultimately helps us deliver the best possible 

patient experience at scale," The new capabilities have provided a leap in operational efficiency. Now 

our developers can quickly identify recent changes and correlate them with system behavior, 

significantly improving incident response times and making long standing issues easier to debug."

Jack Pierce, Senior Engineer

TECHNICAL BRIEF

� A Unified Experience: 

No more toggling between tools. Centralize all your 

change events within Chronosphere for a streamlined 

workflow.

� Clarity Amid Complexity: 

Consolidate all change events to easily detect patterns 

and discern correlations across your telemetry data, 

which can otherwise get lost in fragmented toolsets or 

drowned out by noisy data.

� Maintained Event Context:  

Keep important context as you sift through alerts and 

views, enabling you to make decisions that are not 

just fast but also well-informed.

� Accelerated Problem-Solving: 

Real-time data allows for quick, informed decisions, 

speeding up your time to understand issues and take 

effective action.
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Centralized Change 

Visibility

Faster, Informed Decision 

Making

� Personalized Data Handling: 

Easily customize filters and settings to highlight the 

change events that are most crucial to your 

operational needs.

� Shared Perspectives, Amplified Understanding:  

Reduce time spent understanding complex issues by 

sharing views and findings across teams within 

Chronosphere.

Improved Developer 

Experience

Enhanced Developer 

Collaboration
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Key Features

Track Any Source

Seamlessly integrate change 

data from diverse external 

platforms. This ensures that 

you have comprehensive 

coverage of all relevant 

changes without manual 

tracking.

Unified Timeline View 

Witness your entire change 

history in a single, 

chronological view, eliminating 

the need for sifting through 

fragmented dashboards.

Quickly Detect 
Anomalies 

Automatically contextualize 

irregularities in time series 

data after a change.

 

Connect the Dots 

A responder view that overlays 

and correlates change events 

with anomalies, making it 

easier to react swiftly.

Plug-and-Play

Out-of-the-box integrations 

with event sources such as 

LaunchDarkly, Buildkite, AWS 

Event Bridge, GitHub, Google 

Personalized Service Health, 

and CircleCI.

 

REST API Support

Make use of REST APIs for 

robust data ingestion and 

event searching capabilities.

Flexible Filtering

Filter your event data the way 

you want. Get exactly what 

you need bason on your 

unique requirements.

Context-Sensitive 
Filters

Automatically adapt filters to 

make sure change events are 

directly related to the 

timeseries metrics you’re 

analyzing.

Changes 

Explorer 

Telemetry 

Correlation

Integration with 

Familiar Tools

Customizable 

Filtering

About Chronosphere

Chronosphere is the only cloud native observability platform that puts engineering 

organizations back in control by taming rampant data growth and cloud native complexity 

while accelerating innovation. Faster alerts and issue resolution ensures responsive and 

reliable cloud native workloads underlying the most valuable services at leading 

organizations like DoorDash, Robinhood, and Abnormal Security. Teams at organizations of 

all sizes trust Chronosphere to help them drive competitive advantage and world-class 

customer experiences while reducing engineering burnout and eliminating lock-in.


